MLA Citations: Peer-reviewed Journal Article from a Database
Containers are designed to help you easily cite your sources with respect to how original, published ideas become more significant as they are anthologized, catalogued, etc.

An article within a peer reviewed journal can be cited with one container. However, when the same article is found in a database, you are required to pay respect to the journal and the database that provided it to you. This can be done with two containers.

The publication in which the work first appeared always goes in the container 1.

Container 1: The Journal
- Author.
- Title of Source.
- Title of Container.
- Other Contributors.
- Version.
- Number.
- Publisher.
- Publication date.
- Location.

Container 2: The Database
- Title of Container.
- Other Contributors.
- Version.
- Number.
- Publisher.
- Publication Date.
- Location.
• This article, called “Bee Positive,” appeared on pages 20-21 of Horticulture Volume 110, Number 5, which was published between September and October of 2013.

• It was later catalogued into Academic Search Complete, an academic database that is published by an organization called EBSCOhost.
Citation for Container 1

Author.
Cox, Jeff.

Title of Source.
“Bee Positive.”

Title of Container.
Horticulture,

Other Contributors.
N/A

Version.
N/A

Number.
vol. 110, No.5,

Publisher.
N/A

Publication date.
Sept.-Oct. 2013,

Location.
pp. 20-21.

Citation:
A database does not have contributors, a version, number, or publication date. However, it still has a title, publisher, and each article is located in a specific place on its website.

Citation:
*Academic Search Complete*, EBSCOhost, eds.a.ebscohost.com.db02.linccweb.org/ehost.
Simply, place the citations from both containers beside each other.


**Container 2:** *Academic Search Complete*, EBSCOhost, eds.a.ebscohost.com.db02.linccweb.org/ehost.